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Abstract

This paper deals with the loss of coherence in underwater direction-of-arrival estimation.

The coherence loss, which typically arises from dynamical ocean fluctuations and unknown

environmental parameters, may take the form of a multiplicative colored random noise ap-

plied to the measured acoustic signal. This specific multiplicative noise needs to be addressed

with methodological developments. In this paper, we propose a weighting process that locally

mitigates the e�ects of the coherence loss. More specially, a set of coherent sub-antennas is

designed from the so-called Mutual Coherence Function (MCF). The assessed source position

results from the combination of each sub-antenna by using a mixed norm. Two experiments

are considered in the paper: either we sample a random noise to simulate the e�ect of ran-

dom ocean fluctuations, or we use a synthetic acoustic waveguide in which the coherence

loss is due to some multipath interferences. We show that our weighting process allows us

to decrease the estimation error in comparison to a Conventional Beamformer.



I. Introduction1

This paper deals with direction-of-arrival estimation in underwater acoustics. Based on2

several hypotheses, for instance about the water/physical characteristics, the classic methods3

usually exploit a comparison between a real in situ measure and a set of synthetic replicas4

generated by a physical model. In this respect, a lot of methodological works have been5

carried out, for instance, to improve the way the measures are compared to the model, to6

deal with multi-source localization, and also, to be as robust to noise as possible.7

We are now able to open out large arrays ranging from dozens of meters to kilometers.8

Behind the deployment of such large arrays, we target the array potential that the theory9

promises us. More precisely, a larger array improves both the antenna resolution and the10

array gain, we consequently expect a more accurate source localization. However, enlarging11

the sensor arrays makes them more sensitive to oceans parameters. In practice, we observe12

that the measures from distant sensors become less correlated in the case of ocean fluctuations13

such as the internal waves7;10;23, or in the presence of multipath interferences due to shallow14

water5. This phenomenon, called loss of coherence (or correlation), needs to be taken into15

account by robust processing techniques.16

In this paper, we propose a new method to deal with the loss of coherence. Our approach17

is based on a weighting process that aims at decreasing a sensor contribution when this sensor18

is not statistically dependent from the others. We practically build a set of sub-antennas19

drawn from a set of weighting vectors. In each sub-antenna, we suppose that the sensors20

are spatially coherent so that the antenna is locally coherent. The weighting vectors are21

consequently directly drawn from the Mutual Coherence Function (MCF) which properly22

models the coherence length. In order to consider each sensor as a centroid of coherence,23

we use a sliding strategy such that there are as many sub-antennas as there are sensors24

in the array. Finally, computing the source position consists of combining the localization25
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predictions from each sub-antenna by using a mixed norm.26

In this paper, we focus on the problem of Direction Of Arrival (DOA) estimation. More27

specifically, from some Monte Carlo iterations we quantitatively assess the performance of28

our method by evaluating the average DOA errors for each of them. To this end, we use two29

di�erent experiments. The first one is based on simulations of ocean fluctuations resulting in30

two di�erent datasets. The first dataset is composed of scaled water tank measurements2331

dealing with spherical waves. These experiments have reproduced the loss of coherence by32

introducing some random lenses between the source and the hydrophones. A second dataset33

is composed of numerical simulations of plane waves, the coherence loss being modeled by a34

random phase change sampled from a multivariate Normal distribution with a particular full35

covariance matrix. The second experiment is based on a synthetic simulation of a Pekeris36

acoustic waveguide. The problem is reduced to a DOA assessment where we aim at finding37

the source angular position relatively to the antenna. In the latter context, the coherence loss38

is due to the multipath interferences. All along the paper, we consider the same experimental39

settings:40

• A source has been detected but it is not localized. We know that it emits a continuous41

and monochromatic acoustic signal.42

• The loss of spatial coherence is not a stationary process, i.e. the statistical properties43

of the coherent loss may change from one snapshot to the next.44

• We consider that there is an additive random white noise but we know neither its45

power nor the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR).46

The paper is organized as follows. In section II., we briefly review the state of the art.47

More specifically, we position ourselves with regards to both underwater DOA estimation48
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and loss of coherence. In section III., we introduce the notations and the models of acous-49

tic pressure we will investigate. Section IV. is dedicated to the formalism of sub-antenna50

processing and explicits the proposed approach from the sub-antenna design to a source51

localization method. Both sections V. and VI. deal with the experimental analysis of our52

method and we assess its localization performance.53

II. State-of-the-art54

In this section, we briefly present the state of the art related to our contribution. In a first55

sub-section, we review and position ourselves regarding the works in source localization,56

while the question of coherent loss is addressed in a second sub-section.57

A. Positioning with regards to DOA estimation58

The task of underwater DOA estimation is mainly handled from the point of view of “In-59

version”. The general approach consists of i) expressing an analytical model (also called60

“replica” or “steering vector”) of the antenna measurements as a function of the source posi-61

tion, and ii) confronting the replicas with the actual measurements to identify the most likely62

position. In the literature, most of the proposed methods focus on finding the best similarity63

measure between a model and an observation. The Conventional Beamformer (CB) remains64

a reference baseline1. The next contributions has mainly focused on the way to improve the65

spatial resolution. Among them, we can cite, in particular, Capon’s method4, also called66

the Minimum Variance Distortion-less Response Beamformer, MUSIC3;25, ESPRIT24 and67

the sparse techniques28;29.68

The multi-source localization problem is then often seen as a simple extension of the69

mono-source one. In practice, it is solved using a thresholding operation on the beamformer70
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spectrum6. Multi-source processing may also exploit mixture models. It can then resort to71

an Expectation Maximization algorithm26 or evidential techniques27. The main drawback of72

these approaches is the assumption that the number of sources is known. In this respect, the73

recent improvements led by sparse techniques are promising for multi-source localization, an74

optimization criterion being directly solved with the highest possible resolution28;29.75

On the other hand, inversion techniques are very dependent on the source character-76

istics16 and the propagation models20. Joint optimizations may thus be relevant9. These77

aspects are not explored in this paper, we focus on correction techniques instead.78

Given the experimental conditions we target in this paper (a single source already de-79

tected and a large array), the conventional beamformer is considered as our reference baseline80

in the following. In addition to being very simple, the approach performs very well within81

large arrays and continuous monochromatic sources, which insure, by itself, a good spatial82

resolution.83

B. Positioning with regards to loss of spatial coherence84

Coherence loss may have di�erent origins. A first one is due to the dynamics of the envi-85

ronmental properties. For instance, any in situ observations clearly highlight that the tem-86

perature profile permanently changes both in time and space. In that context, the captured87

acoustic pressure does not correspond to the physical model. Another source of coherence88

loss lies in multipath interferences, as often observed, e.g. in shallow water environments.89

To characterize the statistical properties of the coherence loss, most studies in the lit-90

erature rely on the so-called coherence length5 and Mutual Coherence Function (MCF)7;10.91

The latter, which measures the average correlation between two sensors as a function of their92

distance, is a good marker of the global coherence loss and is also part of the qualification93

of di�erent fluctuation regimes of the propagating medium12.94
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In Ref. 23, G. Real et al. present a scaled water tank experiment aiming at reproducing95

the e�ect of the ocean fluctuations on the received pressure field. The coherence loss is96

mimicked by means of a random lens placed between the source and the sensors. The97

measured MCF is then compared to a theoretical MCF and to Parabolic Equation simulations98

to validate the setup.99

We also identify some works in signal processing that aim at correcting the coherence100

loss that is expressed in terms of phase change. In their works21, A. Paulraj and T. Kailath101

make the assumption that the coherent loss is stationary. In other words, they suppose that102

the phase perturbations applied to each sensor have the same statistical properties whatever103

the timing of an array measure, i.e. whatever the snapshot index. Thus, they explicitly104

model the loss of coherence from a heuristic covariance matrix that expresses the statistical105

correlation between each sensor. Later, the method has been extended to directly train this106

covariance matrix from the snapshots14.107

In a more general setting, so-called “lucky ranging” considers that the loss of coherence108

is not sampled from a stationary random process, and that some snapshots are less subject109

to phase perturbations. From these assumptions, a method has thus been proposed to select110

the less noisy snapshots from a maximum likelihood estimator13. In this work, however, the111

final estimator assumes to know both the signal power and the noise power, as well as the112

prior probability for a snapshots to be coherent.113

Machine Learning has also proven its ability to deal with coherence loss. Its originality114

lies in viewing a random perturbation as a hidden variable that is automatically modelled115

from a set of acoustic measurements. For instance, in a recent paper19, we have proposed to116

use a non linear regression in order to locate a source in the context of coherence loss.117

Finally, prior to this, H. Cox has evaluated the antenna gain when the array is subject118

to coherence loss8. He has concluded that a combination of consecutive sub-antennas con-119
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stitutes an optimal processor. The work conducted here can be seen as an extension of his120

work. More precisely, we identify three main di�erences between his work and ours:121

• While Cox builds sub-antennas from an adjacent array division, we design them from122

a convolution operator.123

• While Cox proposes to design the sub-antenna from a rectangular shape, we propose to124

compare two methods: either the sub-antenna shapes are designed from a parametric125

Gaussian model or they are inferred from the observed snapshots by using the Mutual126

Coherence Function (MCF).127

• The experimental protocol we are using also di�ers from H. Cox who evaluates the128

antenna performance in terms of antenna gain8. In this paper, instead, we have chosen129

to focus on the localization error.130

III. Models of captured signals131

In the remainder of the paper, both vectors and matrices are noted in bold.132

A. Model of coherent signals133

We consider an underwater array composed of M sensors. Let ◊ be the DOA of a monochro-134

matic source that emits an acoustic signal at frequency f . The acoustic pressure field received135

at the antenna is represented by its Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Let yt œ CM◊1, with136

yt = [yt(1), . . . , yt(M)]€, be this DFT at frequency f , where t œ {1, . . . , T} denotes the137

snapshot index. Then, we can write138

yt = st(◊) a(◊) + nt. (1)
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This model depends on four variables:139

• The source signal st(◊) œ C.140

• The replica vector a(◊) œ CM◊1 models the physical relation between the sensors for a141

given ◊. For a plane wave, we have142

a(◊) = [1, ej 2fi
⁄ � sin ◊, . . . , ej 2fi

⁄ �(M≠1) sin ◊]€, (2)

where .€ stands for the transpose operator, � denotes the distance between two con-143

secutive sensors and ⁄ the wave-length. Note that ◊ can takes the form of a vector if144

the replica model includes both the source angle and the source range.145

• The noise nt œ CM◊1 is the realization of a complex circular Gaussian variable with146

zero mean and diagonal covariance matrix ‡2
NIM :147

p(nt) = CN
1
0, ‡2

NIM

2
. (3)

Where IM œ RM◊M is the identity matrix. In this paper, we suppose that ‡2
N œ R+ is148

unknown.149

B. Model of non-coherent signals150

In order to model the loss of coherence along the array, we introduce a random variable151

ÂÂÂt œ CM◊1 such that152

yt = st(◊)a(◊) ¢ ÂÂÂt + nt, (4)

where the operator ¢ performs an element-by-element multiplication of two vectors, the153

other parameters being defined in section (A.). In their book12, in chapter 8, Flatté et al.154

have considered such a model to study and to statistically characterize particular regimes155
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of fluctuations. In fact, such multiplicative complex noise is well-suited to model additive156

phase noise. Considering model (4), we then assume that the loss of coherence is due to a157

perturbation of the phase wave front.158

We make the hypothesis that the random variable ÂÂÂt œ CM◊1 follows a multivariate159

complex normal distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix ���t œ RM◊M :160

p(ÂÂÂt) = CN (0,���t). (5)

This multivariate distribution allows us to take into account statistical dependencies of sen-161

sors all along the antenna. In order to facilitate the experimental setup, the covariance162

matrix ���t is assumed to be stable in time, namely we consider only spatial fluctuations of163

the propagating medium. We consequently suppose that the distribution of the random164

phase noise ÂÂÂt is distributed according to a stationary process. Note however, that the pro-165

posed processing method is not dependent on this aspect, it can consequently also deal with166

a non-stationary model of the coherence loss.167

IV. Sub-antenna Processing168

In this section, we propose a new adaptive sub-antenna processing able to automatically169

select and process coherent sensors. The sub-antennas are designed according to weights170

applied to the received acoustic pressure field. The general formulation is exposed in the171

first sub-section, while the next two sub-sections detail the way we define the weights. Finally,172

the source localizer is presented.173

A. Model of sub-antenna for non coherent signals174

Let wwwk,t œ R+M◊1 be a weighting vector applied to the sensor array. We introduce the175

following notations to respectively denote a weighted snapshot, a weighted replica vector176
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and a weighted noise vector:177

Y
_____]

_____[

yk,t , wwwk,t ¢ yt,

ak,t(◊) , wwwk,t ¢ a(◊),

nnnk,t , wwwk,t ¢ nt.

(6)

Hereafter, we propose to use such weighting vectors to isolate and to process the antenna178

sensors supposed to be coherent. To that end, multiplying both sides of the assumed antenna179

model (4) by the weighting vector wwwk,t, we get180

yk,t = st(◊) ak,t(◊) ¢ ÂÂÂt + nnnk,t, (7)

which thus represents the measured acoustic pressure by the sub-antenna indexed by181

k œ {1, . . . , K}. On each sub-antenna, we make the assumption that the received signal182

is coherent. In other words, for a given sub-antenna, we suppose that the multiplicative183

noise ÂÂÂt has a constant value on each sensor: ak,t(◊) ¢ ÂÂÂt = –k,tak,t(◊), where –k,t œ C. The184

model (7) can then be replaced by185

yk,t = sk,t(◊) ak,t(◊) + nnnk,t, (8)

where we have introduced the variable sk,t(◊) , –k,tst(◊) representing the source strength at186

◊ from the point of view of the sub-antenna designed by wwwk,t in the snapshot indexed by t.187

Intuitively, we can relate the value of the weights wwwk,t to the multiplicative noise ÂÂÂt in188

model (4). Exploiting this intuition, we propose hereafter two di�erent ways to define the189

weights by taking into account, on the one hand, empirical statistics, and, on the other190

hand, expected statistics over the received pressure field. This leads to two variations of the191

sub-antenna framework proposed above: a non-parametric and a parametric one.192
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B. Non-parametric sub-antenna193

In underwater acoustics, the Mutual Coherence Function (MCF) is usually used to quantify194

the propagation fluctuations such as the spatio-temporal dynamics of a temperature profile195

due to some internal waves. By definition, this operator measures the expected dependence196

between the sensors of an array. More specifically, the MCF measures a Hermitian statistical197

correlation between two sensors as a function of their spatial distance. Typically, the closer198

the sensors, the more correlated the acoustic pressure and the closer to 1 the MCF. In199

contrast, two sensors far from each other may capture di�erent sound perturbations. As200

a consequence, they should be less correlated and the MCF is expected to be close to 0.201

Therefore, using the MCF to weight the array sensors should enable us to select and then202

process only correlated sensors that assume the same incoming wave front.203

Formally, as addressed in Ref. 7 and Ref. 23, the empirical MCF can be defined as204

a function � depending on the distance m (expressed in number of sensors) between two205

sensors of an array:206

�(m) = 1
M ≠ m + 1

M≠m+1ÿ

n=1

Tÿ

t=1
yt(n)Hyt(n + m)

A
Tÿ

t=1
|yt(n)|2

B1/2 A
Tÿ

t=1
|yt(n + m)|2

B1/2 , (9)

where H denotes the Hermitian transpose and yt(m) denotes the mth element of the vector

yt. This expression makes implicitly the assumption of stationarity of the coherence loss. In

its absence, we can compute the quantity

�t(m) = 1
M ≠ m + 1

M≠m+1ÿ

n=1

yt(n)Hyt(n + m)
|yt(n)| |yt(n + m)| . (10)

Rigorously speaking, this definition is not assimilable to a statistical quantity. It has proved207

to be satisfactory in many applications (see Ref. 23). We will see however in the next sub-208
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section that it could lead to prejudicial artifacts for our sub-antenna processing. Finally,209

note that (10) is equal to (9) when T = 1.210

Depending on the working assumption (stationarity or not), the definition of the weight-

ing vector wwwk,t œ RM◊1 may then directly take the values of the empirical MCF, centered at

sensor position k namely, ’t œ {1, . . . , T}:

wk,t(m) =

Y
_]

_[

|�(|k ≠ m|)| under the stationarity assumption,

|�t(|k ≠ m|)| otherwise,
(11)

where wk,t(m) is the mth element of vector wwwk,t.211

C. Parametric sub-antenna212

The empirical definition of the MCF makes it very sensitive to the number of snapshots T ,213

the number of possible sensor pairs (M ≠ m + 1), and the noise variance ‡2
N. For instance,214

when m tends towards M , the number of possible sensors pairs (M ≠ m + 1) tends towards215

1, consequently, we have �(M) = 1 whatever the true coherence. The empirical MCF216

is therefore subject to side e�ects that could deeply impact the sub-antenna weights and217

consequently the performance of the approach. In order to deal with a smoother function,218

we usually handle a theoretical model of the MCF7;23:219

�̃Lc(m) = e
≠m2
2Lc2 , (12)

where Lc œ R+, called the “coherence length”, approximates the relative space where two220

sensors remain correlated.221

Then, another way to define the weights wwwk,t that designs a sub-antenna is222

wk,t(m) = �̃“(|k ≠ m|). (13)
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This method is parametrized by “ œ R that should ideally represent the coherence length223

Lc. There are two options here: either we know theoretically the coherence length Lc and224

we set “ = Lc, or we infer Lc from some data snapshots before setting “ = Lc. For the later,225

knowing that �(Lc) = e≠1/2, we solve the straightforward optimization problem:226

Lc ¥ arg min
m

...e≠1/2 ≠ �(m)
...

2
(14)

This is solved by grid search, i.e. by testing each value of m œ [1, . . . , M ]. The method227

sensitivity to the free parameter “ is studied in section D.228

(a) T = 1 snapshot

m, the sensor index
0 50 100

M
C
F

0

0.5

1
MCF model (Γ̃)
empirical MCF (Γ)

(b) T = 20 snapshots

m, the sensor index
0 50 100

M
C
F

0

0.5

1

Figure 1: We compare the empirical Mutual Coherence Function �(m) with its

model �̃Lc(m) for a random plane wave. We note that the empirical MCF �

is noisy and subject to side e�ects, while the MCF model �̃Lc is steady and

smoothed.

In Fig. 1, we compare the empirical MCF (�) with the theoretical MCF (�̃Lc) for229

synthetically generated plane waves. In this experiment, the number of sensors is set to230
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M = 128, the sensor spacing equals half the wave length � = ⁄/2, and the signal-to-noise231

ratio equals 100 dB which means nt ¥ 0. We generate the data according to model (4).232

The covariance matrix ��� of the Gaussian variable ÂÂÂt, where ���m1,m2 denotes its (m1, m2)-ith233

element, is defined by234

���m1,m2 = �̃Lc(|m1 ≠ m2|), (15)

where �̃Lc(m) is defined in equation (12). Considering this model leads to a theoretical235

MCF of form (12) and a coherence length Lc. This result comes straightforwardly when236

explicating the correlation coe�cient between two sensors. In this subjective experiment we237

set Lc = 18. Fig. 1 illustrates how much the empirical MCF (�) computed as in (9) is not238

smoothed. In addition, because of the side e�ects we mentioned in expression (9), we observe239

that the empirical MCF (�) deviates from 0 when m tends to its maximum value M . This240

is especially true when the number of snapshots equal T = 1 (Fig. 1a), or equivalently, in241

the non-stationary case. On the contrary, the MCF model (�̃Lc) remains smoothed without242

any problems related to side-e�ects.243

Hence, while empirical MCF enables a non-parametric approach, entirely estimated from244

the measurements, it is subject to assumptions (a stationary phase noise and numerous245

snapshots) that can make it una�ordable depending on the working framework. On the con-246

trary, theoretical MCF allows for a smooth and controlled sub-antenna design but depends247

on a physical parameter di�cult to estimate in practice. We will see in sub-section D. how248

preliminary testing can help setting this parameter.249

D. The source localization250

In practice, we set the number of sub-antennas to K = M so that the Mutual Coherence251

Functions (�̃ and �) slide all along the antenna similarly to a convolution operation. From the252

weighting vectors {wwwk,t}kœ[1,...,M ],tœ[1,...,T ] we obtain a set of snapshots {yk,t}kœ[1,...,M ],tœ[1,...,T ],253
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that we will use to find the DOA ◊̂ of the source.254

As classically considered, the source signal ŝk,t(◊) is estimated by minimizing the mean255

square error between yk,t and its model sk,t(◊) ak,t(◊) as in (8):256

ŝk,t(◊) = arg min
sk,t(◊)

Îyk,t ≠ sk,t(◊) ak,t(◊)Î2 , (16)

where Î.Î2 denotes the ¸2-norm. The analytical solution is given by257

ŝk,t(◊) = ak,t(◊)Hyk,t

ak,t(◊)Hak,t(◊) . (17)

Let S(◊) œ CK◊T denotes the matrix of the estimated source signal from each sub-antenna

in each snapshot:

S(◊) =

Q

ccccca

ŝ1,1(◊) . . . ŝ1,T (◊)
... . . . ...

ŝK,1(◊) . . . ŝK,T (◊)

R

dddddb
. (18)

To find the DOA ◊̂ of source, we propose to solve the following optimization problem:258

◊̂ = arg max
◊œ�

ÎS(◊)Î1,2 , (19)

where � stands for the search grid and Î.Î1,2 is the so-called “mixed norm” as defined in259

Ref. 18:260

ÎS(◊)Î1,2 =
Q

a
Tÿ

t=1

A
Kÿ

k=1
|ŝk,t(◊)|

B2R

b
1/2

. (20)

To some extend, using this mathematical framework allows us to generalize some of the261

conventional processing methods. In particular, we recognize a conventional beamforming by262

setting K = 1 (one sub-antenna, corresponding to the entire antenna). More interestingly,263

Eq. (20) makes appear two di�erent norms, namely the ¸2-norm on the snapshots and the264

¸1-norm on the sub-antennas.265

266
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Figure 2: The first experiments are based on a dataset acquired in a tank.

A random lens is introduced between the hydrophone and the transducer to

reproduce the e�ects of a fluctuating ocean.

V. Performance assessment on simulated ocean fluctu-267

ations268

In this section, we evaluate the DOA estimation performance of the proposed method by269

using two di�erent datasets considering the case of a fluctuating ocean.270
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A. Two datasets271

The first dataset is presented by G. Real et al. in their paper23. It consists of acoustic272

measurements experimentally acquired in a tank that reproduces the e�ect of a fluctuat-273

ing ocean. A moving array measures the monochromatic continuous acoustic signal that is274

emitted from a fixed transducer. As shown in Fig. 2, the channel perturbations are repro-275

duced from a set of random lenses that are physically introduced between the transducer276

and the array to modify the sound propagation. These lenses have random surfaces with277

several degrees of distortion. In their book12, S.M. Flatté et. al. classify the resulting signal278

distortions into three categories:279

• UnSaturated (UnS) regime (UnS): The only observed perturbation arises from a280

single fluctuating path.281

• Partially Saturated (PS) regime: Multipath correlations occur as well.282

• Fully Saturated (FS) regime: Each multipath signal is subject to its own environ-283

mental fluctuation.284

The database we handle distinguishes these three distortion regimes. The coherence loss285

being dependent on these regimes, we can analyze each DOA estimation method with respect286

to the coherence loss. Note that the coherence length Lc is unknown here, we consequently287

use equation (14) to infer Lc. Typically, for UnS regime Lc = 9, for PS regime Lc = 6288

and for FS regime Lc = 5. We refer the reader to Ref. 23 for a more detailed description289

of the experiments. This dataset considers spherical waves but, in order to simplify the290

experimental setup, we suppose that the source range is known, the localization issue being291

reduced to a DOA assessment.292

The second dataset is composed of plane waves that are numerically simulated. In addi-293

tion to a Gaussian additive white noise, we consider a Gaussian multiplicative coloured noise294
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which represents the coherence loss. This noise ÂÂÂt œ CM◊1, that is described in the model295

(4), is sampled from a zero-mean complex Normal distribution with a covariance matrix ���296

as in equation (15). This phase model allows us to simulate a coherence loss that makes the297

Mutual Coherence Function (MCF) having a targeted coherence length Lc. For this second298

dataset, we suppose that we know the coherence length Lc.299

For both datasets, the distance between two consecutive sensors equals half of the wave300

length: � = ⁄
2 .301

tank-based plane wave

Number of sensors M = 128 M = 128

Sensor spacing � = ⁄/2 � = ⁄/2

Source frequency f = 2.2485.106 Hz f = 103 Hz

Number of snapshots T = 20 T = 20

Grid search dimension 128 128

Monte Carlo 500 iterations 500 iterations

Table 1: We report the parameter setting for both experiments: tank-based

(figure 3) and simulated plane waves (figure 4).

B. Experimental procedure302

In order to quantify the localization performance, the DOA error is averaged over Monte303

Carlo (MC) iterations. At each iteration, we randomly select a DOA ◊, we sample T corre-304

sponding snapshots (thus considering a stationary process scenario), and we add a random305

white noise nt to each snapshot. This protocol allows us to compare the localization perfor-306

mance of di�erent methods from exactly the same data. At each Monte Carlo iteration j, we307
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Figure 3: In this underwater tank-based experiment, we consider spherical

waves. The coherence loss is modeled by introducing a random lens between

the source and the array. We suppose that the source range is known, we try to

assess the source DOA. The DOA error (in decibel) is reported as a function of

the coherence length Lc.

measure the ¸1-norm of the di�erence between the estimated position ◊̂j and the groundtruth308
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position. Finally, in order to compare the methods, it is averaged through the MC iterations:309

DOAerror = 1
Jfi

Jÿ

j=1
|◊j ≠ ◊̂j|, (21)

where J denotes the number of MC iterations. Then, it is converted in decibel.310

In this paper, we compare three methods:311

• wCB + MCF model denotes the weighted sub-antenna processing method proposed312

here, where the weights are defined from a model of the Mutual Correlation Function,313

as given in equation (13).314

• wCB + MCF denotes the weighted sub-antenna processing method proposed here,315

where the weights are defined from the empirical Mutual Correlation Function, as in316

equation (11).317

• CB stands for the Conventional Beamformer.318

C. DOA error versus coherence length319

In these experiments, we compare the DOA error as a function of the coherence loss for320

several Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR). The experimental parameters are given in Table 1.321

The main results are shown in both Fig. 3 and 4, for the tank-based experiments and the322

plane waves respectively.323

We can roughly conduct the same analysis for both datasets. As waited, the less the324

coherence loss, the less the average DOA error. Also, the less the Signal-to-Noise ratio, the325

more the average DOA error. From both datasets, we conclude that our method (wCB)326

outperforms a Conventional Beamformer (CB).327

In addition, we have tried some random weighting vectors but, as expected, it does not328

allow any improvement in comparison to CB. That shows the importance of choosing the329
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Figure 4: In this numerical experiment, we consider plane waves. The coher-

ence loss is modelled by a complex Gaussian multiplicative coloured noise. The

average DOA error (in decibel) is reported as a function of the coherence length

Lc.

correct weighting vectors. For instance, for both datasets, we observe a slight improvement330

by using Eempirical MCF-based weights (wCB + MCF). But, the empirical MCF being not331

smoothed and subject to side e�ects (see Fig. 1), the MCF model (wCB + MCF model)332
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allows a clear improvement.333

(a) Tank experiments, SNR = -5 dB
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(b) Numerical plane waves, SNR = -5 dB
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Figure 5: The sensitivity of the parameter “ of the proposed method “wCB +

MCF model” is studied. The average DOA error (in decibel) is reported as a

function of the scaling parameter “ for both “wCB + model MCF” and “CB”.

Fig. 5a considers experimental spherical waves acquired in a tank, while Fig. 5b

deals with numerical planes waves.

D. Sensitivity to the free parameter “334

In this section, we analyse the sensitivity of the method “wCB + MCF model” regarding the335

free parameter “. It ideally takes the value of the coherence length: “ = Lc. As we mentioned336

in section C., this value can be estimated from the empirical MCF of the acquired snapshots.337

But Lc may be di�cult to infer if the phase change results from a non-stationary process338

(then Lc depends on the snapshot t), in a noisy environment and with few snapshots. In339

this section, we observe how the method quantitatively behaves regarding “, through 1000340
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Monte Carlo iterations of a same stationary process parametrized with a given coherence341

length Lc. Thus, in Fig. 5, the DOA error is plotted as a function of this scaling parameter342

“.343

For both datasets, Fig. 5 reveals the existence of optimal values of the free parameter “.344

For instance, in Fig. 5b, when the average coherence length is set to Lc = 15, we observe345

that if the free parameter is set to “ = 5, it allows an improvement of nearly 10 dB.346

The chosen setting “ = Lc is consequently not the optimal one, the localization error347

may still be decreased. Indeed, the parameter Lc can be identified to the mean coherence348

length that is measured all along the antenna. But, there is no guarantee that the coherence349

length, measured locally in the local area of a given sensor, perfectly equals Lc. In practice,350

in a given sub-part of an antenna, the coherence length oscillates around the average value351

Lc. That explains why, in Fig. 5, we observe that the optimal value of the scale parameter352

“ is below the value Lc.353

In addition, we observe that whatever “ œ [2, 50] the method “wCV+model MCF” always354

outperforms, or at least is similar to, the Conventional Beamformer. Such a large range355

makes our proposed method interesting with regard to its robustness to the parameter “.356

Finally, we observe a critical lower limit (“ = 1) where the DOA error is strongly in-357

creased. The reason for this is that the sub-antenna length becomes too small to properly358

identify the source DOA.359

E. Towards multiple source localization360

In this section, we evaluate our proposed method in a scenario where there are several361

sources. This experiment will establish whether we still properly localize each source despite362

a loss of resolution due to the use of smaller sub-antennas.363

In this experiment, we only consider the second dataset that is composed of numerical364
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Figure 6: By using numerical plane waves, we assess the localization performance

in the context of multiple sources. In Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, the averaged area

(in decibel) under the ROC curve is reported as a function of the number of

sources. In Fig. 6c and Fig. 6d, we consider four sources whose directions are

given by vertical lines. The beamformer spectrum are reported as a function of

the angle direction (in radian).
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simulations of plane waves. The experimental setup is the same as in Table 1. The number365

of sources being unknown, we no longer use the DOA error for assessment. We use the area366

under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve instead11. The higher the area367

under the ROC curve the better the source localization. The ROC curve area is computed368

at each Monte Carlo (MC) iteration, then, we average the area through the MC iterations369

to compare the di�erent methods.370

In Fig. 6, the area under the ROC curve is reported as a function of the number of371

sources, in a scenario where the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) equals -10 dB (Fig. 6a), and372

in other one where it is set to 10 dB (Fig. 6b). For both experiments the average coherence373

length is set to Lc = 8.374

When the SNR equals 10 dB (Fig. 6b), “wCB + MCF model” and CB behave quite375

similarly. On the contrary, for a SNR of -10 dB (Fig. 6a) the proposed method “wCB +376

MCF model” outperforms a CB by at least 1 dB. This result is of particular interest for in377

situ data which are often subject to a strong noise, making the source localization a problem.378

This result tends to show that the proposed method “wCB + MCF model” is the favored379

approach.380

In order to explain this result, the beamformer spectra are plotted in Fig. 6c and Fig.381

6d for SNR of respectively -10 dB and 10 dB. In these examples, the ROC curve areas take382

approximately the same average values obtained in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b. More precisely, in383

Fig. 6c, the ROC curve area equals -0.63 dB for wCB while it equals -1.66 dB for CB. In Fig.384

6d, the ROC curve areas equal -0.16 dB and -0.18 dB for respectively wCB and CB. This385

subjective example shows why wCB outperforms CB for lower SNR. Actually, wCB is an386

averaging process that filters the outliers. As illustrated in Fig. 6c, despite a low SNR, wCB387

provides some local maxima that are close to the true DOAs (vertical lines). In contrast, in388

Fig. 6c, the CB spectrum is very noisy which leads to numerous local maxima, thus, this389
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decreases the ROC curve area.390

VI. Performance assessment on a simulated Pekeris391

waveguide392

In this section, we assess the performance of our method in shallow water environments,393

conducive to multipath interferences. To this end, we simulate Pekeris waveguide22.394

A. A Pekeris waveguide395

The parameters of the considered Pekeris waveguide are as follows. The seabed depth is396

set to 200 meters. The water and seabed celerities are respectively set to 1500 m/s and397

2000 m/s, while the water and seabed densities are respectively set to 1000 kg/m3 and 2000398

kg/m3. We consider a monochromatic source that emits a continuous signal at frequency399

f = 100 Hz. Figure 7a illustrates the considered setup.400

The modal theory is used to compute the acoustic pressure in this waveguide. The401

reader may refer to the reference baselines (Ref. 22 and Ref. 17) for further information402

and deep analysis. In our scenario, the waveguide simulation leads to 18 modal functions403

which are used to model the acoustic pressures in a grid. In order to illustrate the multipath404

interferences, in Fig. 7b, we plot the acoustic pressure power in each element of a grid, for405

a source that is located at a depth of 100 meters.406

In Fig. 7c, we compare the empirical Mutual Coherence Function �(m) with its model407

�̃Lc(m). The empirical MCF �(m) is computed from a set of 100 random samples caught408

by a vertical array of size M = 100, where the distance between two consecutive sensors is409

set to 1 meter. In order to consider a large set of possible DOA, the distance between the410
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source and the antenna is set to 250 meters (see Fig. 7a). The source depth and the antenna411

depth are both uniformly random sampled in the water column. From the empirical MCF412

�(m), by using the optimization problem (14), we find that the assessed coherence length is413

Lc = 7. This result shows the existence of a strong coherence loss brought by the multipath414

interference alone. Therefore, it points out the necessity to take this loss into account for415

the problem of DOA in shallow water.416

In addition, despite the position randomness, Fig. 7c shows some clear periodic side417

lobes that are due to the specific waveguide geometry. The empirical MCF function is thus418

slightly di�erent from the fully random coherent loss considered in Fig. 1. Next, we will see419

that these slight empirical MCF variations change the method behavior in comparison to420

the previous experiments.421

B. Quantitative evaluation of the DOA error422

We use the Pekeris waveguide to compare the di�erent methods through 500 Monte Carlo423

iterations. As shown in Fig. 7a, we consider an antenna vertically located at 250 meters424

from the acoustic source. At each Monte Carlo iteration, we follow these steps:425

• A random source depth is uniformly sampled between 0 meter and 200 meters,426

• a random antenna depth is uniformly sampled between M/2 meters and 200 ≠ M/2427

meters, M being the number of antenna sensors, the distance between two consecutive428

sensors being 1 meter,429

• we assess the DOA angle as in Fig. 7a by using the three methods presented in section430

B.. Note that the sub-antenna weights are defined by using the empirical Mutual431

Coherence Function �(m) and the model �̃Lc(m) which are shown in Fig. 7c.432
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(a) The Pekeris waveguide

(b) Acoustic pressure power (dB)
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Figure 7: In order to simulate multipath interferences, we consider a Pekeris

waveguide with a seabed of 200 meters and a signal frequency of 100 Hz. The

considered scenario is shown in Fig. 7a. In Fig. 7b, the signal power is reported

as a function of both the range and the depth for a source depth of 100 meters.

In Fig. 7c, we compare the empirical Mutual Coherence Function �(m) with its

model �̃Lc(m).
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Setting the distance between the source and the antenna to 250 meters allows us to generate433

a set of random DOA between ≠fi
4.6 and +fi

4.6 .434

We use 128 replica vectors which are generated from the model (2) of synthetic plane435

waves such that ◊ œ [≠fi
2 , ≠fi

2 ].436

In Fig. 8, we report the mean DOA error, as defined in (21), in decibel, averaged through437

the 500 Monte Carlo iterations, as a function of the antenna length. Several Signal-to-Noise438

Ratio (SNR) are considered: -20 dB, -15 dB, -10 dB and -5 dB, in respectively Fig. 8a, Fig.439

8b, Fig. 8c and Fig. 8d.440

Overall, we observe that the higher the number of sensors the less the DOA error. This is441

due to a resolution improvement. But, increasing the antenna length goes in favor of being442

subject to multipath interferences and to coherence loss. This explains why the proposed443

weighted conventional beamforming (wCB) outperforms the CB in the case of large antenna.444

In addition, in comparison to the experiments in section V., we observe now that445

“wCB+model MCF” not necessarily outperforms “wCB+MCF”. For instance, when the446

number of sensors equals M = 100 and the SNR is set to -5 dB, “wCB+MCF” roughly447

outperforms “wCB+model MCF” by about 10 dB. This can be explained by the experimen-448

tal setup. Indeed, in Fig. 3 and 4 the coherence loss is generated by following a random449

Gaussian law, which leads to the empirical MCF in Fig. 1. However, in Fig. 8, the coherence450

loss is generated from the multipath interferences that are designed from a specific geomet-451

ric waveguide. The consequence is that the empirical MCF in Fig. 7c contains strong side452

lobes. These side lobes being specific to the considered environment, it can bring more dis-453

criminative information that makes possible that “wCB+MCF” outperforms “wCB+model454

MCF”.455
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Figure 8: In a Pekeris waveguide, we assess the DOA of a source main path, as

shown in Fig. 7a. The average DOA error (in decibel) is reported as a function

of the antenna length. We add a random white noise characterized by SNR =

-20 dB (Fig. 8a), SNR = -15 dB (Fig. 8b), SNR = -10 dB (Fig. 8c) and SNR

= -5 dB (Fig. 8d)
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C. Subjective analysis456

In order to assess the antenna gain, in Fig. 9, we show the beamformer spectrum as a457

function of each possible DOA. The subjective experiments follow the geometric setup in458

Fig. 7a, where the distance between two consecutive sensors is set to 1 meter.459

In a first scenario, we consider an antenna, composed of M = 200 sensors, that is located460

at a depth of 100 meters. The source depth is here set to 5 meters that leads to a DOA =461

-0.36 radian. Fig. 9a and Fig. 9c respectively show the beamfomer spectrum for SNR = 100462

dB and SNR = -15 dB.463

In a second scenario, the antenna, composed of M = 100 sensors, is located at a depth464

of 50 meters, while the source is located at a depth of 175 meters, that leads to DOA of 0.46465

radian. Fig. 9b and 9d respectively show the beamfomer spectrum for SNR = 100 dB and466

SNR = -15 dB.467

As expected, our proposed methods decrease the antenna gain in comparison to a Classi-468

cal Beamforming. This is due to sub-antenna processing. Actually, the shorter the antenna,469

the less the antenna resolution. Hence, our method being based on the combination of sub-470

antennas, we do not expect to improve the antenna gain. For instance, without any additive471

white noise (Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b), our proposed method decreases the antenna gain by about472

10 dB.473

But, in contrast, in this specific scenario, our proposed method is less subject to the474

coherence loss and it has the ability to be more robust to the multiple path contribution.475

For instance, despite the absence of any random white noise (SNR = 100 dB), Fig. 9a shows476

that the CB spectrum is clearly polluted by a secondary path appearing in the angle 0.8477

radian. Note that this path is due to a signal reflection from either the seabed or the sea478

surface. In Fig. 9c, this secondary path detection generates a CB error when we add a479

strong white noise (SNR = -15 dB). In contrast, in Fig. 9c, despite the presence of a strong480
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random white noise, the method “wCB” absorbs the outlier path in 0.8 radian and target481

the correct DOA.482

This analysis clearly points out the necessity to find a compromise between a method483

that is robust to the coherence loss on the first hand, and a method with a high resolution484

on the second hand. We can only conclude that the specific scenario of Fig. 8 is a typical485

example where sub-antenna processing is preferred to decrease the e�ects of coherence loss.486

VII. Conclusion487

This paper addresses the problem of coherence loss induced by di�erent environmental cases,488

namely ocean fluctuations or shallow water. We propose a weighted version of a conventional489

beamformer that corrects these coherence losses. The method is based on the assumption490

that the loss of coherence is constant locally in the array. Therefore, we design a set of491

sub-antennas which provides a set of localization predictions that are combined together by492

using a mixed norm.493

In the experimental parts of this paper, we mainly compare our proposed method to the494

conventional beamformer. We quantitatively show that our weighted process outperforms495

a CB in di�erent situations. More precisely, we study several parameters: the coherence496

length, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio, the sub-antenna length, the number of sources and the497

number of sensors.498

On the basis of this work, we encourage the development of adaptive techniques that499

automatically optimize the sub-antenna design and shape. In addition, such a work can be500

extended to improve the antenna resolution. For instance, a sparse-based beamformer28;29501

that integrates some corrections of the coherent loss would be particularly adapted to in-502

crease the antenna resolution. However, dealing with sub-antenna may not matter in other503
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Figure 9: In order to assess the antenna gain, we plot the beamformer power

spectrum as a function of the possible directions. The true DOA is specified by

the vertical line and the spectrum maximums are given by circles for the method

“CB” and “wCB+model MCF”.

applications such as source detection, when we try to detect the source presence/absence.504

Actually, the main issue we may encounter with sub-antenna processing is a loss of spatial505

resolution because we handle less sensors than the main antenna. But, we may profit from506
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such an averaging process to detect the presence/absence of sources, especially in a context507

of coherence loss.508
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